Ron Korkut
5249 Laurel Street
Burnaby BC V5G 1N1
778 378 9009, ron@ethicsfirst.ca
www.ethicsfirst.ca

January 20, 2017

PUBLIC DOCUMENT
Compliance Officer
200-4010 Regent Street
Burnaby BC V5C 6N2
complaints@apeg.bc.ca

Dear Officer,
Ref. Wayne Hand’s professional conduct

I am an electrical engineer teaching at BCIT, under the supervision of Mr. Wayne Hand, Dean. I have
serious concerns about Mr. Wayne Hand’s professional conduct. Under the Rule 9, I have a professional
obligation to report it.
As shown on the attached document, I have a RIGHT and DUTY to warn my colleagues against the
perils of the CORRUPTION in the Supreme Court of British Columbia; otherwise, they may fall victim
to the same wrong doers.
As per the Rule 1; I am obliged to notify my colleagues; because, their security is at risk due to the
CORRUPTION IN THE COURT SERVICES. Nevertheless, Mr. Hand obstructed my communication
with my colleagues, through email. Obviously, he was aware of his WRONG; therefore, he refused to
sign his decision, despite my numerous requests. (See attached CD/responsible persons/BCIT or
www.ethicsfirst.ca)
He has threatened me with the termination of my employment due to insubordination. I filed a complaint
with BCGEU regarding this issue.
Please, investigate this vitally significant issue for the protection of the PUBLIC, and notify the members
of APEGBC, so that they can protect themselves against the perils of the CORRUPTION IN THE
SUPREME COURT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
If you need further information; please, let me know. All the relevant documents are published at:
www.ethicsfirst.ca and www.justsociety.info
Sincerely,

Ron Korkut
Ethics First
Encl. The Report of Corruption in SCBC, CD legal documents

Ron Korkut
5249 Laurel Street
Burnaby BC V5G 1N1
778 378 9009, ron@ethicsfirst.ca
www.ethicsfirst.ca

January 20, 2017

PUBLIC DOCUMENT
Taymaz Rastin, Lawyer
200-4010 Regent Street
Burnaby BC V5C 6N2
trastin@apeg.bc.ca

Dear Mr. Rastin,
Ref. Wayne Hand’s professional conduct

I am an electrical engineer teaching at BCIT, under the supervision of Mr. Wayne Hand, Dean. I have
serious concerns about Mr. Wayne Hand’s professional conduct. Nevertheless, I am not sure if he is a
member of APEGBC or not. Under the Rule 9, I have a professional obligation to report it.
As shown on the attached document, I have a RIGHT and DUTY to warn my colleagues against the
perils of the CORRUPTION in the Supreme Court of British Columbia; otherwise, they may fall victim
to the same wrong doers.
As per the Rule 1; I am obliged to notify my colleagues; because, their security is at risk due to the
CORRUPTION IN THE COURT SERVICES. Nevertheless, Mr. Hand obstructed my communication
with my colleagues, through email. Obviously, he was aware of his WRONG; therefore, he refused to
sign his decision, despite my numerous requests. (See attached CD/responsible persons/BCIT or
www.ethicsfirst.ca)
He has threatened me with the termination of my employment due to insubordination. I filed a complaint
with BCGEU regarding this issue.
Please, investigate this vitally significant issue for the protection of the PUBLIC, and notify the members
of APEGBC, so that they can protect themselves against the perils of the CORRUPTION IN THE
SUPREME COURT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.
If you need further information; please, let me know. All the relevant documents are published at:
www.ethicsfirst.ca and www.justsociety.info
Sincerely,

Ron Korkut
Ethics First
Encl. The Report of Corruption in SCBC, CD legal documents

Ron Korkut
5249 Laurel Street
Burnaby BC V5G 1N1
778 378 9009, ron@ethicsfirst.ca
www.ethicsfirst.ca

February 28, 2017

PUBLIC DOCUMENT
Ann English, P. Eng.
200-4010 Regent Street
Burnaby BC V5C 6N2

Dear Mrs. English,
Ref. Wayne Hand’s professional conduct, file T17-36

I complained about Mr. Wayne Hand’s conduct on the grounds of that he RESTRICTED my FREEDOM
OF SPEECH and prevented me from informing my colleagues against the perils of the
CORRUPTION IN THE SUPREME COURT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA. And, I provided you with the
conclusive evidence of it.
In your letter dated February 24, 2017, you stated that Wayne Hand’s conduct did not relate to unethical
behavior and declined to investigate the complaint.
Any reasonable person may conclude that:
The ETHICS of a PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER in British Columbia is so downcast that
a professional engineer may restrict the freedom of speech of a member of the PUBLIC.
I am glad that, I am not a member of your ASSOCIATION.
The Public have the right to know, for their protection.
Sincerely,

Ron Korkut
Ethics First

Cc: BCGEU

